
A FUNERARY EPIGRAM FROM LATOS IN CRETE 

IN Hesperia 58, 1989, pp. 115-129, Martha W. Baldwin Bowsky has published two 
-W highly interesting funerary inscriptions of late Hellenistic date from AaTr'0 7rpO KaAai- 
pat in eastern Crete.1 Both poems present delicate problems of interpretation and repay 
further study. This short note is concerned with the first (pp. 118-123), the text of which is 
the better preserved, so that most readings can be checked on the published photograph. 

The grave monument on which this epigram is engraved was set up in honor of a 
K?VqTrCVV1osg MVaa-rToKXEZOS', who, as the first editor convincingly argued, is in all probabil- 
ity identical with the person of the same name who served on the board of Ko00/.Ot known 
from two inscriptions found at Latos (ICr 1 16.26 and 32). His term of office has been 
plausibly dated to the year 1 16/15 B.C.2 The epigram shows that Kletonymos was a man of 
considerable local importance, and a close analysis provides a better understanding of his 
role in the civic affairs of Latos. The text proposed by the first editor is the following: 

KAI)Ta'VMos~ 

Mvao-ToKXJLos 

xatpe 

et Avbosg KXEd,8[o]vXov 'OpE'afro Ito-v[4d]'8wv b 

5 XO oV [HI]E[pl]avbpov, aKpOVs e7rTa cTO4W^V KaVooV[as], 
1) , , % , t t . . 

ov Eya. Kauarosg yap EVEyKa rKuo voo[ E] 0c/oTa7-r 

0'[y]boov [E]v'a0ovs KOLpPaVov Lo-ropl?7s7, 
% It . . 1) % 

7'rLroTV i[ Eto-]Ma vodvwv KXqArTZ9VOv aLveToV vta 
Mvao-7[oK]Xe'ovs ozv [o] 7Tas9 87 E7W CCKTtlaaTro. 

10 ov 'yvz [oyp ] flpWS' EV 7 yflpat /3tov Os be TLS acUrT7? 

Xa.4tvras [o r/v3E'o-O yat 8tovor aKpLLr)aLsp 

7rarptga PVoMEVos ,3ovXaZs a 7yao be 7rpovota 
OLKOVOVOL 8O06S KIOVE9S eKpaTreav. 

TpLO-O-ovS yap L7Te 7ratbasg Eovs. apeTrl be Ta TO[v]TO[V] 

15 TeltMa KflpV4et KfV ')ALbao 8tots0 . 

Some of these readings and supplements are not entirely satisfactory. 
In line 6, Ka,uaToSr, which in the words of the editor herself (p. 119) "may not be the 

most predictable reading," is certainly unacceptable, if only for metrical reasons: to make a 
correct hexameter, all three syllables need to be long. Furthermore, the close link (expressed 
by the particle yaip) of this sentence with the preceding one, stating that Kleoboulos came 

I Henceforth cited as Bowsky. I adopt this form of the nominative, as advocated by L. Burchner, RE XII, i, 
1924, s.v. Latos, cols. 974-977, rather than the AaTrc preferred by M. Guarducci (ICr 1 16, p. 107) and other 
scholars in recent times, since I propose to read it in the text under discussion; see footnote 3 below. 

2 See the comments of M. Guarducci in ICr 1 16.26 and "Appunti di cronologia cretese: la guerra del 114 
av. Cr. fra Lato e Olunte," Epigraphica 9, 1947, pp. 31-35 and Bowsky, p. 119 for further discussion. 
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from Lindos and Periander from Corinth, strongly suggests that it also began with informa- 
tion about the fatherland of the honorand, who is styled as "the Eighth Sage". A careful 
examination of the photograph (with the help of a magnifying lens) reveals that the traces 
read by Bowsky as dotted mu should be read as IA; in addition, the two short horizontal 
strokes visible in the lower part of the omicron show that it is in fact an omega. We should 
therefore transcribe Ka't AaTrC.,Q a metrically unexceptionable and quite predictable read- 
ing, for it provides the expected mention of Kletonymos' birthplace. 

In line 8 I regard vdvoov as a mere graphic error for v4twv, despite Bowsky's explana- 
tion of it as a dialectical form. Apart from the consideration that such a "colloquialism" is 
quite unexpected in a poetical text, it has to be pointed out that the alleged "identical ortho- 
graphic pattern" in line 13 is most probably a case of false word division (see below). 

In line 9, the restoration [6]7ras rather than [o] 7rasg seems preferable for stylistic rea- 
sons: it is more poetic, and, apart from that, the emphasis provided by the article is not really 
needed. 

There are good reasons to reject the supplement [olvz] in line 10, proposed by Bowsky 
because it "best fills the three letter spaces that are completely illegible after otv yp."4 The 
most obvious objection is again metrical: a creticus in the beginning of the hexameter is defi- 
nitely unacceptable. From the point of view of syntax, the absence of a verb after yacp is 
surprising, and the sequence "'pwsc Ezv y 'pat,3tov remains obscure despite Bowsky's effort to 
wring sense from it. A different restoration seems preferable: o'v yap [e7xr]?poa-ev y71pat 
,8ozv5 (for he did not fill up his life with old age). This assertion that Kletonymos did not 
reach old age receives eloquent support from the image evoked in the next clause, which 
suggests that he died when he was at the peak of his activity: co Te tgs ao-Trfp 1XaM,u4asg 
co-f3:o-O?J ba'l/ovos aKpLO-Las (he glowed like a star, but was extinguished through the un- 
fair judgment of a divine power6). The comparison to a passing star that glows for a short 
time and then suddenly disappears is not uncommon in grave epigrams for people who have 
died prematurely, as the examples cited by Bowsky herself (pp. 121-122) clearly indicate.7 

Finally, in line 13 the reading OLKOVOVOt boiSg (obviously an error for 8dgjs ) KLOVES' 

appears suspect. According to Bowsky the first word "can only be a variant of otKOvOtOL: 

managers or administrators, almost certainly financial, of Lato." She has, however, to admit 
I The alpha of Kat is visible on the photograph. The nominative AarTs would be a further attestation of 

the form with final sigma championed by Burchner (footnote 1 above). 
4 Bowsky, p. 119; on p. 121, however, she expresses some doubt about its correctness. 

The construction of -AnXp( with dative and accusative is attested in poetic language; LSJ cites Euripides, 
Herc. Fur. 373: 7TEvKato-tv ... Xcpag 7TX?qPOV^VTE. 

6 That the oat,Acov here is not meant to be Kletonymos' personal daimon, as Bowsky translates, but rather 
an unnamed divine power by whose intervention he was prematurely deprived of life, is clear from the parallel 
she herself adduces (p. 122): W. Peek, Griechische Vers-Inschriften, I, Grab-Epigramme, Berlin 1955, 
no. 1298: aKpLO-ta o TvXts. A comparable expression concludes a grave epigram of the 4th century B.C. from 
Piraeus for a nine-year-old child (Peek, GV I, no. 1118; A.-M. Verilhac, flaitbc acopot. Poe'siefune'raire I, 
Athens 1978, no. 169): OV 'LO-K( O8v4VVE'Tr otal/ovt Xpf"ajIEvo9. See also the remarks of Verilhac, op. cit., 
II, Athens 1982, pp. 185-190. 

7 For the appearance in grave epigrams for a wpot of the comparison of life to a glowing fire or star which is 
abruptly extinguished, see Verilhac, op. cit., II, pp. 367-370. 
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that "[t]his group of subordinate officials is practically unknown from the inscriptions of 
Crete." Furthermore, her assumption that KtOVoSv is in apposition to OLKOVOVOL creates a 
problem with the construction of the verb EKpaTre-aav, for which no object can be supplied. 
All these difficulties disappear if we adopt a different division of the words: OIKOV OV Ot 

80o67s KLOVEs EKpaTreO-av.8 The meaning of the sentence becomes, then, quite clear: by an act 
of (favorable) divine providence (a'yaOjj - 7rpovoita9), the columns of good repute upheld10 
Kletonymos' household (o'v is, of course, the possessive pronoun) after his death. These 
"columns of good repute" are, as we are told in the next hexameter (the function of yacp is 
clearly explanatory), the three sons he left behind. The comparison of the male children in a 
family to columns11 that support the house is a literary topos already attested in Aischylos' 
Agamemnon, lines 897-898. The locus classicus for the image is, however, Euripides' 
Iphigeneia in Tauris, lines 44-58, in which Iphigeneia tells the audience her dream: her 
house was shaken to the ground, but one column remained standing, and blond hair grew 
out of its top. This column, according to her own interpretation, must be her brother Orestes 
(line 57): -rTvXot zyap Oi'KWv 7ra^tbEg d-tv appEvEs. This verse was often cited throughout 
antiquity,12 and similar expressions are also to be found in modern Greek folk poetry.13 

The text of the epigram should, accordingly, be as follows: 

Et ATvbosg KXEd/3[o]vXov C'Opf'4aro, Eta-v[4bt]bwv be 

5 XNov [FI]E[pi]athbpov, aKpoVsV e7rTa -oT W^V KaVooV[as], 
ov ya Kat waTgs yap EVEyKaTro TroV[E] -ro-jLT7J 

0'[y]3oov [E]v'a0ovS KoLpavov L-Troplb)s, 

7TTrUrOV Ep[EtUT]JLa voku>wv KNA7frwvv/.Lov atveTrovVLa 

Mva-rT[oK]AXovs ov [a]`7rasg 8 7.ogS' 7KTWKToroaTW 

10 ov ya% [P X] 7pwo-ev y7lpat /3tov, gS lE TgS aCrT7lp 

Xa,u/as EOcJ,3Ecr8o- O? la l,ovos aKpta-latg 

7raTrplba pV0oEVos g,8ovXaZst. ayao?^ be 8rpovolca 
OLKOV OV Ot Uelqg KL0Vf9fKpaLrEav 

MPTCLoOVSg yap XL7TE 7radias Eovs. apETrf E 7a Tro [V]Tro[v] 
15 TElMLEL Kflp4eLt KflV 'Atlao bo4tots. 

8 This is clearly a variant of the form EKpaT7ro-av used here for metrical reasons. 
9 The word irpovota is already used in Classical Greek to denote divine providence: LSJ, s.v., II, 2, citing 

Xenophon, Mem. 1.4.6. 
10 The verb KpaTcs) is used here in the meaning "hold up, support", which is particularly common from 

Hellenistic times onward; see LSJ, s.v., IV, 3. 
"The word normally used is a-7-irAo9; the metaphorical use of KLtwv is rarer: cf. Anthologia Palatina 7.441 

[Archilochos]; D. L. Page (Further Greek Epigrams, Cambridge 1981, p. 148) compares Pindar, 01. 2.81 and 
Peek, GV I (footnote 6 above), no. 1286 (Miletos, 2nd century B.C.). 

12 Menander, Monost. 720; Artemidoros, Onir. 2.10 (almost certainly depending on Euripides); Stobaeus, 
Flor. 77.3 (Meineke). 

13 An example from Crete is cited by M. Z. Kopidakis, Hellenika 35, 1984, p. 375. I would like to thank 
Professor Kopidakis for a useful discussion of the subject. 
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The unknown poet stresses the wisdom of Kletonymos by comparing him to the leg- 
endary Seven Sages and considering him as their equal. References to these "wise men", as 
well as flattering comments about a person's being the Eighth Sage, are not uncommon in 
epigrammatic poetry.14 This example is, however, peculiar in that Kleoboulos and Perian- 
der receive specific mention as "the highest models of the Seven Sages." This choice, as 
Boswky rightly remarks (p. 119), can hardly be accidental. It is certainly no coincidence 
that, among the seven, these two were the only tyrants. Our poet obviously wanted to under- 
line the fact that Kletonymos was not just a man of great learning and wisdom but also an 
able statesman. The idea that the Seven Sages were wise lawgivers and successful politi- 
cians rather than exponents of the vita contemplativa was widespread in Hellenistic times 
and can be traced back to Dikaiarchos in the early 3rd century B.C.15 

It seems significant too that Kletonymos is praised as a master of history (line 7: 
EvMAaOvso6 Kolpavov to-Top?s). It is obvious that historical inquiry is regarded here as an 
activity particularly befitting a statesman, whom it provides with useful knowledge that 
enhances his judgment.17 This utilitarian view is accepted by no less a historian than 
Polybios.I8 

The importance of Kletonymos to his country was, however, mainly due to his political 
activity. He is hailed as a "reliable upholder of the laws" (line 8: 7rtroTOV >p[Eto-]Ma 

V0<,u>cov), an expression which does not necessarily imply more than his success as a 
Koo/LOSg.19 On the other hand, the most important praise he receives is that his advice was 
crucial in saving his fatherland (line 12: 7rarptba pvoMEvos isovXaZst). This expression 
clearly alludes to specific events and could well indicate that he played an important part in 
bringing about the settlement of the conflict between Latos and Olous, the treaty for which 
was negotiated and implemented during and immediately after his kosmate.20 Since the 
participle prvuAfV0os is in the present tense, and therefore certainly expresses simultaneity 
(compare Bowsky's translation), it seems probable that his premature death occurred while 
he was still active as a counselor or negotiator. 

14 See the examples cited by Bowsky, p. 120. 
15 See the excellent account of B. Snell, Leben und Meinungen der Sieben Weisen, 4th ed., Munich 1971, 

pp. 78-87, where all the relevant sources are cited. 
16 This adjective is certainly used in a passive sense, but it does not seem to have the usual meaning "easily 

learned" (LSJ, s.v.). I therefore prefer to translate it: "good (or useful) to learn". Bowsky's translation indi- 
cates that she sees here a hypallage, but EvM1aO ) can hardly mean "learned". 

17 For the high value set on historical knowledge, see A. Chaniotis, Historie und Historiker in den griechi- 
schen Inschriften, Wiesbaden 1988, pp. 314-317, commenting on an epigram from Epidauros in honor of a 
FLAL7r7rov 'Apto-Tdbov HEpyaMLto9 (IG IV 12, 687; cited after Kaibel by Bowsky, p. 121). 

18 See K. Sacks, Polybius on the Writing of History, Berkeley/Los Angeles/London 1981, passim, esp. 
pp. 122-144. 

19 Bowsky (p. 121) sees in this accolade a possible allusion to a specific event, the negotiation of the treaty 
that ended the war between Latos and neighboring Olous. Her comments seem to me more appropriate for the 
beginning of line 12; see below. 

20 For the date of the conflict and its settlement, see Guarducci, 1947 (footnote 2 above) and Bowsky, p. 121, 
with references. 
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There is probably also epigraphic evidence about his sons, who, as the epigram implies, 
went on to serve their country as had their father. It is possible, but by no means certain, 
that one of them was the Polytimos son of Kletonymos who appears as secretary to the board 
of kosmoi of 114/13 or 113/12 (ICr I 22.2).21 Much more likely (and to my mind almost 
certain) is the identification of A'xMuatosg(?) KKJrTovt,uoV, whose name was recognized by 
Peek in a grave epigram of the late 2nd or early 1st century B.C. from Latos,22 with one of 
the honorand's sons: he is praised as the worthy son of a famous and highly esteemed father. 

EMMANUEL VOUTIRAS 

UNIVERSITY OF THESSALONIKI 

Department of Archaeology and History of Art 
540 06 Thessaloniki, Greece 

21 The uncertainty is stressed by the fact that the name Polytimos appears to have been common at Latos: 
see ICr I 16.31-34. Furthermore, it is very probable that a Kletonymos son of Polytimos (who could then well 
be the father of the Polytimos in question) was kosmos on that same board. 

22 W. Peek, "Kretische Vers-Inschriften II," ArchCl 29, 1977 (pp. 64-85), pp. 64-66, who doubts (with no 
good reason) whether this is the son of the Kletonymos of this epigram; cf. Bowsky, p. 119. 
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